CA1 place cells discharge in prospective and retrospective modes, possibly reflecting memory retrieval and encoding, respectively. In this issue of Neuron, Bieri et al. (2014) report that slow and fast gamma oscillations associate with prospective and retrospective discharge, indicating that gamma oscillations organize information-processing modes.
The mammalian hippocampus is critical for components of cognition that include memory and spatial knowledge, which makes it a terrific model system to investigate how internal representations of information are computed, stored, and expressed. The interest in hippocampal representations of space began when place cells were described in freely exploring rats (O'Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971) . Investigators have since puzzled over how the action potential discharge of these cells could represent a subject's location for navigating the world.
A place cell discharges rapidly when the subject is in one or more discrete parts of an environment, called the cell's firing field. A firing field is a spatial tuning curve that has most of the properties one would expect of the spatial receptive field of a neural sensor for location. There is however one fascinating caveat: place cell firing is often unlike a sensory neuron that detects location. Place cell discharge can also express internally generated information about space, like what one might expect of a memory system that is a subjective notion of space being projected into the physical world. For example, a set of place cells will fire in time sequences that correspond to the series of locations that are visited during runs along a linear track. Yet these same sequences can also be expressed during nonlocal discharge when the rat is awake but not moving, at decision points, in different environments, and even before the subject has ever visited the linear track (Dragoi and Tonegawa, 2013; Gupta et al., 2010; O'Neill et al., 2010) . The hippocampus must have different operating modes, at least one that corresponds to encoding the places that are being currently experienced and the other corresponding to the retrieval of expectations from memory.
Even during active movement, when place cells seem most like place sensors, the details of where and when they discharge belie dual modes for predicting and sensing locations (Battaglia et al., 2004) . As a rat or mouse approaches the location of a place cell's firing field, the cell can emit spikes that are systematically in advance of the positions that are predicted by the tuning curve. This is a mode called ''prospective'' discharge. It is interpreted to reflect memory retrieval because firing anticipates current location. This prospective discharge has a complementary ''retrospective'' mode; the cell will discharge systematically after the rat has passed the positions predicted by the tuning curve.
In this issue of Neuron, Bieri et al. (2014) took advantage of prospective and retrospective coding during runs along a track to test predictions ( Figure 1A ) of the hypothesis that 30-100 Hz gamma oscillations in the hippocampal local field potential (LFP) organize information processing into distinct modes (Bieri et al., 2014) . One mode associates slow (25-55 Hz) gamma with memory retrieval ( Figure 1A , left) and the other links fast (60-100 Hz) gamma with memory encoding ( Figure 1A , right). The hypothesis is based on the observation that fast gamma oscillations in CA1 are preferentially synchronized with fast gamma oscillations and spiking in the medial entorhinal cortex layer III (ECIII) input to CA1, whereas slow gamma oscillations are preferentially synchronized to gamma oscillations and spiking in the CA3 input to CA1 (Colgin et al., 2009 ). This finding has been interpreted as slow gamma-enabling information associated with memory and fast gamma-routing information about the current experience (Colgin et al., 2009) .
The basic predictions are borne out in the report from Bieri et al. (2014) . Slow gamma is more associated with prospective place cell firing defined as discharging more spikes before compared to after the running rat reaches the firing field center ( Figure 1A , left) and fast gamma is more associated with retrospective discharge, defined as discharging more spikes after leaving the field center ( Figure 1A , right). Differences in the two gammas were observed, even on ambiguous runs when discharge was similar in the two halves of the firing field. Whereas slow gamma tended to be greater in the first half of a firing field, fast gamma tended not to have this bias.
The slow and fast gamma distinctions also extended to the organization of spiking relative to ongoing 4-12 Hz theta oscillations. Theta phase precession refers to the fact that while the rat traverses a firing field, place cells discharge on progressively earlier phases of concurrent theta oscillations (O'Keefe and Recce, 1993) . Precession was typical during fast gamma but far weaker during slow gamma. In fact, slow gamma oscillations were themselves more phase synchronized to theta during prospective discharge and fast gamma was more phase locked to theta during retrospective firing. This indicates that the two processing modes are distinct conjunctions of discrete theta and gamma events, rather than gamma oscillations alone (Bragin et al., 1995) . Importantly, these two discharge modes tended to coincide across cell pairs with nearby firing fields if they fired within 800 ms (see the three-cell ensembles cartooned in Figure 1A ). This is a strong indication that the prospective and retrospective discharge modes are a circuitwide process operating on the same timescale as overdispersion in the discharge of place cell ensembles and may be related to attentionlike processes (Fenton et al., 2010) . These findings add to the substantial evidence that the hippocampus network toggles between multiple modes of information processing that are predicted by internal, cognitive variables rather than explicit alterations of the environment. According to Bieri et al. (2014) , one mode is associated with slow gamma spiking that predicts locations 1 cm ahead and the other is associated with fast gamma spiking representing locations 0.3 cm behind.
This kind of subsecond spiking dynamics is not what most people have in mind when they think of hippocampus memory retrieval and encoding. Whether these modes directly subserve memory per se or instead reflect the hidden machinations of the neural circuitry that generates a subjective notion of space remains to be seen. It is nonetheless direct evidence that no two runs along even a simple track are likely to be the same from the vantage point of the hippocampus. Heraclitus probably didn't have brain oscillations in mind when he taught, ''You can never step twice into the same river; for new waters are always flowing on to you'' (Plato's Cratylus, 402a), but then again, he wasn't concerned with neural mechanisms.
How might these processing modes be implemented? Because CA1 slow gamma is synchronized with CA3 discharge and fast gamma is synchronized with ECIII activity, the two gammas may appear to be the direct result of CA3/ CA1 and ECIII/CA1 synaptic inputs at stratum radiatum and stratum lacumosum moleculare, respectively. This is however unlikely. Gamma was recorded at the pyramidal cell layer, indicating either a perisomatic origin or volume conduction from the dendritic input region ( Figure 1B, black lines) . Indeed, slow gamma is likely the result of interactions among a network of inhibitory neurons (shown as a single orange interneuron in Figure 1B ). Excitatory CA3 inputs target both dendrites in stratum radiatum ( Figure 1B , left, black line) as well as inhibitory interneurons in the pyramidal layer ( Figure 1B, left, gray line) . These parvalbumin-positive basket cells provide strong perisomatic GABAergic inhibition that can both silence principal cell firing and drive gamma synchrony through GABA A receptor activation. Pyramidal cell connections to the basket cells (not shown in Figure 1 ) form a feedback network that can generate theta phase-modulated gamma oscillations that are influenced by input from CA3 (Zemankovics et al., 2013) . In the case of fast gamma, excitatory input from ECIII targets both dendrites in lacunosum moleculare (Figure 1B , right, black line) as well as local GABAergic interneurons ( Figure 1B , right, gray line). Local gamma oscillations are generated by the interplay between gamma-rhythmic excitatory input from ECIII and the network of local inhibitory interneurons (Lasztó czi and Klausberger, 2014) . Indeed, Bieri et al. (2014) found that interneurons recorded from the pyramidal cell layer were more phase locked to slow gamma during prospective discharge and more phase locked to fast gamma during retrospective discharge. The prospective and retrospective modes and their respective associations with CA3 and ECIII activity suggest that slow and fast gamma arise by recruiting distinct interneuron classes, which will require further study to confirm.
The hippocampus operates in multiple information-processing modes that are observed during sleep, immobility, active locomotion, and cognitive behavior (Gupta et al., 2010; Karlsson and Frank, 2009; Kelemen and Fenton, 2013) . These modes are transient, lasting a second like the prospective and retrospective discharge modes or several seconds during cognitive effort (Kelemen and Fenton, 2013) . Mode transitions can be abrupt, on the scale of a single theta cycle, which is what makes oscillatory dynamics an attractive mechanism for rapid selection and engagement of one mode over another. Oscillatory activity including sharp waves events and the phase-specific nesting of delta, theta, and gamma oscillations such as theta-modulated fast and slow gamma has the capacity to define many if not all of these modes and may therefore provide a neural syntax with sufficient degrees of freedom to spell out the many modes of hippocampal function (Buzsá ki, 2010) . This perspective suggests it may be profitable to follow the track that has been laid by Bieri et al. The hypothesized mechanism for a CA1 pyramidal cell (blue) to switch between the two processing modes. This involves preferential site-specific excitation of the pyramidal cell (black line input) as well as excitation (gray line input) of the corresponding inhibitory neural network (orange). CA3 or ECIII input that is stronger and/or earlier in the theta cycle of inhibition dictates which mode is current.
(2014), to study oscillations in the LFP as discrete events capable of defining particular modes of hippocampus function.
